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June 7th, 1922. 

At the suggestion of a member of the thesis 

committee, I desire to preface this thesis with a statement 

of other work done by ~r s. Reisig in organic research. 

In the fall of 1919, I gave rs. Reisig the 

problem of the benzoylation of carbazole, 1ith a vie to the 

synthesis of a new starting point for a ne series of dyestuff s, 

analogous to the im~ortant triphenyl methane series. he did no 

work on this the first quarter, but spent the inter and spring 

quarters on it, wi thout achieving the required result. 

The next year , 1920-1921, as all spent on this 

problem, as far as her research time s concerned, again i h

out result. All the knoin methods of causing the reaction to 

occur ere tried, ii thout success. Instead, either the orl 1 

material was obtained unchanged, or very insoluble substances 

were obtained, hich could not be purified , and ich, on 

analysis, did not correspond to any pure substance hich ould 

be expected to result from the action. 

I finally decided that the problem c ld not be 

solved, at least in the time ·rs. Reisig could reasonabl be 

expected to spend on a master's thesis, and accordingl ga e 

her the pres nt short problem to 1ork out and make into th 



Meantime, in order to assure myself that lll'S. 

Heisig's failure to solve her first problem was not due to 

any fault of hers, I have had another student check over 

her work independently, with the same negative results . 

Vl • H· Hunter. 

111_ .......... _ 
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Theoretical Part 

The explanation of the mechanism of the Beckmann Rearrangements 

has been the source of investigation and discussion ever since the 

discovery of such rearrangements by Beckmann and Hoffmann ,and has 

not as yet been definitely agreed upon. Any attempt to explain thes 

reactions must include the so called Hoffmann, Beckmann, and Curtiu 

rearrangements. These are fundamentally the same in that they all 

involve the transfer of a radical from the carbon to the nitrogen 

atom , giving some derivative of an amine. The Hoffmann reaction is 

rimarily the transformation of an acid halogen amide into an amine 

in the presence of an alkali: 

R C7 0 t<~ KOH} RN G 0 &Q, R 1'1 H;i + c_ OJ,' 
ketoximes : reaction of 

~c_~_o DH 

RN II .~ 
aldehyde a, 

In the same class with the original Beckmann 

R c R, rR c_ 0 H1 l- / D ~ .... ~ . II -7 II ~ R~-oH --7 
/'/ OH N R' f'I~ ' 

are included the rearrangements of oximes of 
acid salts 

amides, esters, and similar substances whieh can be represented by 

the general formula: ~ , )C.=NOH)in which R may be hydrogen, alkyl, 

aryl, alkoxyl, and metaloxyl. The reagents used to brin about the 

transformation are phosphorus tri- and pentachloride , phosphor s 

pentoxide, sulphuric acid , hydrochloric acid, acetic anh dride,and 

other dehydrating agents . Tne third class includes azides which by 

means of heat undergo the Curtius rearrangement to form am nes ~ 

R e.~~\J/ ~ -17 A N co + N2 /1 NH:;, tC O;_ 
N 

Although H6ffmann reported the rearrangement of bro amides to 

amines, he gave no explanation of the facts, and it was left to 

Hoogewerff and VanDorp to offer the first hypothesis. They said 

that the nitrogen tends to combine with radicals more pos tive tha 



I the halogens ! In the broma.mides ::: radical attached to carbon beinP 

considered more positive than the bromine, it was thought that the 

nitrogen would have a greater affinity for it, and would consequent 

exchange it for a halogen . This theory, however, was not supported 

by the fact that more negative radicals very often rearranged more 

easily than more positive ones, for example: dibromsalic licbrom

amiderearranges below five degrees C, whereas substanees with much 
J. 

more positive radicals do not rearrange so easily. Furthermore this 

theory can not be used in conjunction witn the azides, and makes no 

explanation as to the purpose of the reagent in all three classes o 

rearrangemen;t;s. 

Beckmann, in reporting his reactions of ketoximes, was the firs 

to give any theory as to the function of the reagent. He assumed tha 

there was a direct shift of electrically charged atoms or radicals 

from the carbon to the nitro en occasioned by the catalytic effect 

of the reagent . This view,with slight modifications by Kuhara, is 

still accepted by many chemists, and is the best explanation offere 

for some classes of compounds. Kuhara holds that in ~he following 

compound for instance, it is not the hydroxyl with which the radica 

changes places, but an acyl derivative of the hydroxylf'esulting fro 

the addition of the reagent to the substance . 
R~J! .. -N - <!... II~ R {!,-IV -e.113 R ,l (!_ -N- e. 1-1.5 

.L o' liJ ,.,,, ---} ;z... ' 'R. ~ ' k f- pot!l.3 r( r L..., oPllJ~ , e.,,e 
The theory fails partially, however, in that it does not explain 

the azides, nor does it take into account the adaptation of the re 

r eagent to the specific class of compounds, i.e. why one uses an 

alkali to produce rear:cangement in the halogen amides and a dehyd-

rating agent for the oximes . 

1.Rec. trav .chim.§,373 . 2. Am .Chem .J. 21,116 , (1899) 
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Wallach and Hesse independent~\ly advanced the hypothesis that 

there may be an intermediate formation of a triatomic ring by the 

splitting off of water and the addition of water at a different 

point forming a new 

C../13 ~ ~113 -H;.D 
chain: 

c..113 -» j 11 ~ f Jl.2 o~ c..rf.3 c -01-l-
11 

. /\/ C./..13 NOH ) 
But,as was shown by 

/\/ 
Montagne ,3 the point of breaking is contrary to 

experimental evidence, for in the aromatics a para substituted 

benzophenone oxime should according to this theory give a meta

anilide, whereas in reality a para is formed. Wallach's theory woul 

give : 

x (;'- ~ -0 x -7 
" NOH 

o-e_ -D/4 

' !l. . 0 
' x but the actual result is: 

0-C! -oH 
~ ~ I( ,_..o 

/\/ I X 

Furthermore,as Stieglitz~has pointed out, a heterocyclic 1~ m ch mo 

more like y to open between tne ca.L·oon and the nitrogen than bet ee 

the two carbons , since that is the usual method of breaking such a 

ring. 

A new hypothesis was suggested by Nefs;,hich would connect up 

these rear.L·angements with his theory of methylene dissociation . To 

explain the dis~ociation in alcohols he holds ~hat the substances 

give alkylidene divalent carbon residues: R-C~ which recombine in HI 
different ways. He proposed to apply this hypothesis to the Beckm 

rearrangements as well, so that the bromamides,for instance, would 

dissociate thus : 

1 Ann.346
1
266 2 Am.Chem.J.29,49. 3 Rec.Trav.g!2_,376. 

4 Am.Chem.J. ~, 49. 5 Ann. £_28, 308. 
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o //D 
I If e. ~IV II- ~ fl~- N.- l /1. ...,... 1? - , , ~ -7 a ::::.f!.:: N ~1/-f J"" , J ,,_, ...) 

+ JI /3A.- . 

The bromamides and similar compounds, however, show a much greater 

tendency to dissociate at the nitrogen rather than at the carbon. 

The theory can not be adapted to the azides, nor does it make any 

reference to the reagent used. 

In studying the relationships between the structures of the xx 
I 

salts of pseudo acids and the free acids themselves, Hantzsch 

incidentally applied his theory to the Beckmann rearrangement, and 

maintained that it was not the free acid that rearranged , but the 

salt formed by the potassium hydroxide used, and that the radicals 

the double bond between the carbon and the Ki 
ofl/ rv 

could not rearrange, but /f'{! ...-::::»- ;V-.S'l/ could. 
shifted by virtue of 

nitrogen. Re. ~o N /./-
13/1/ 

But Stieglitz found that the halogen imido esters do not rearrange 

although they have a double bond bet1een the carbon and the nitroge l 

Furthermore, and more imuortant, the azides rearrange althou thel 
1. 

have no carbon nitrogen double bond. 

Stieglitz' was the first to postulate the formation of un1valen1 

nitrogen as the cause of the rearrangement. The following reaction 

represents this hypothesis: 

Ber. 2_2, 3579. 

2 J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1§., 751, 

3 Loe. cit. 
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He also uointed out tnat the follo ir1g f acts must be ex lained by 

any theory of the rearrangements : 

1. The nature of the Hoffmann, Beckmann, and Curtius reactions 

is similar. 

2. The reagents usea have an int .a e relation to the bstance 

rearranged. 

3 . If the hydrogen of the halo en amides be reolaced b an lky 
Q tR 

~roup no rearrangement occurs . R- <f- - Cl does not r arran e. 

4. Oxirnes where ater can not be eas ly aolit of from the 

nitrogen do not rearrange. ( This point,ho ever, has b en di roved 

by his own ex er ments, as will be sho la r . ) 

This theory of the intermediate formation of univalent n tro n, and 

he consequent shiftin6 of the radical from th c bon ;o th ni ro-

en to bring about a stable system, 1 su nort by t f o lo i 

acts: 

1.All three sets of. reactions can be ex n d by 1 • 

Halo enamides: 
R c. ::::_ o N µ. ~, Re ~~A': + fl IJ,,, ~, !f-N<!.·v +- # O/I/ 

13/\. 

Hydroxam. cacids: 
~ 0 1+ QC .r o ,,,... " D /1 0 rre - f'l:olr -7 I) - N ..... + tt.e -/ lfi'l-CsO r ff,t 

Azldes: 0 
R c. .,.,o ti :J ____, ;re <"' ;v_:,... Al.z. --7 R-tJ~ e =O r I{, 
2.Rear~angement wer- not ioun ~o oc ur in co h r 

he formation of univalent nitrogen as i os ble . 

did no rearr ng • 

3.The reagent usea in each case is one tha ould be elec ed 

o make a univalent nitrogen com ound . To rearran e bromamldes s 

arbonate and alkalis are used which readi co. bine 1th the h 

en bromide . In the h 
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in the azides heat alone is necessary . 

To explain t he action of oximes , however, he was obliged to makE 

the further assumption that the reagent added on and then water was 

u 
Rt.RI 
)v +llJD~ 
I \ 

snlit off : 
Rt-1?1 

JI ~ llr!.f-) 
IV cu/ 

This se~emed possible until Werner found that with some stereoisomw 

meric oximes phosphorus pentachloride could rearrange one but not 

the other, although there is no reason to see why both could not adc 

hydrochloric acid . Furthermore even in cases where both rearrange, 

if the aciQ added on the double bond would be broken, and according 

to all conceptions of geometric isomerism, this woula result in freE 

rotation,and consequentl; the two oximes ought to give the same ~~ 

products, whereas they do not . 

Jones~modernized the theories of Stieglitz by a plying to them 

the electron theory of valence. He attributed the rearrangement to 

the tendency of the nitrogen to take electrons from the carbon, and 

showed that in all classes that underwent rearrangement the nitroge1 

in the intermediate stage was in the state of oxidation of - ±, 

and that after the reaction it was in the state of oxidation of -N:; 

whereas the carbon could be in the state of oxidation that it is in 

alcohol, aldehyde, or acid, but would end up in the state of aldehgce 

acid,or carbon dioxide respectively . Evidently the rearrangement is 

an internal oxidation and reduction, the carbon beins oxidized by 

the nitrogen. He classified the substances that undergo rearrange
:3 

ments into these three classes : 

Ber . ~, 33. 

2 Jones, Am. Chem . J. 48, t. 

~ Loe . cit. 
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1. Azides, monohydroxylamines , monobromaminea, in which the 

carbon is oxidised from alcohol to aldehyde stage : . 

c ::: 
alcohol"+ 

C ~ N _ 
+ aldehyde 

2 . Aldoximes, carbon going from aldehyde to acid : 

-c -1-r N ::::: 
aldehyde + 

:j:' 

c ~ 
acid 

N 

3 . Hydroxamic acids, amidoximes, acid azides, halogenamides : 
;. 

c t 
*" acid 

N = c t N .. ~ 

carbon dioxide 
I In his later study Jones came to the conclusion that the OH of 

hydroxyl amine and the halogen of the amides was ositive, and t~at 

therefore in an unstable condition. Before the hydroxyl or halogen 

could be split off as water or a hydrogen halide by the Beckmann 

reagent , it must gain two electrons from some place, and the nitroge 

being the most convenient, it was assumed that these positive rad

icals acquired electrons. from the nitrogen, thereby became negative 

and capable of forming hydrochloric acid or water . The ni t1·ogen the 

being positive in respect to the carbon, acguires electrons from th 

carbon, thus causing the positive radical to detach itself from the 

carbon and wander to the now negative nitrogen givin~ the stable 

isocyanate : 0 o, I 1 I 

R -r- - c__y.~~ tJ = '.r ~# P~l~--~R+-~:- N;_+,f,4 ~ R+ -~+-N+ + H2 0 -) 

Am. Chem. J . 5.Q, 414, (1913) 



~he cause 
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of the arrangement was the .. : efore as uumed to be not the 

of univalent nitrogen, but the instability of the system 

f 1 

I 
1. 

containing the positive hydroxyl and halogens attached to the nitro 

gen, ana the tendency of the substanc e to go t o ~ rror~ stable form . 

The reagent,or heat in the case of the azides, i s the oush tn~t x 

starts the stone rollin.:;J and upsets the unstable equilibriu...11 of the 

system, forcing it in the directmon of the most stability,--- that 

in which the carbon is as oxidized as pos:ible in reopect to the 

nitrogen, which is the a.rJ.ine or isocyanate stacre . 

This exnlanation, adopted. by Stieglitz, was in agreement with 

St; n; l i tz ' s theory, and th·~reforealso inadequately explaned the 

rearrangement of stereoiso~eric oximes. 

Stiesljtz ' s 1theory of the formation of univalent nitrogen in 

all classes of Beck:nann rearrangements ws.s upset by the discovery 

of rearrang~·nant in a compound which could not give univalent 

ni tro3en by the split tin3 off of a simple cor.rno.md. It ·:as :'ound 

by Stagner, one of Stie~litz ' s co-workers thut beta-triphenylme}hyl 

beta-oethyl hydroxyl aminP did rearrange : 

/1 ti ' I --- c 113 ({_ ;!.-) -1' - N - c 16 \C. • tt ~) f - A ....__ 0 fl ----7 L? 6 , d ,z. '-\. o II - ~ • fl..) -

In order to explai~ this rearrange~ent Stieglitz as forced to 

modify his theory . Xt was found that the hydrochloride of a sub

stituted hydroxylamine rearranged in the presence of phosphorous 

nentoxide , and that acids alwa1 s facilit~te mi rations of unstable 

radicals . He, therefore, postu ated the addition of the acid to 

the substance; and the subsequent splitt ng off of ater or so~e 

other simple molecule leaving the n.i.tro5en unsaturateJ., thou;; 

.A.~ . Chem. Soc. 38, 2046 . 



ij not uni valont: 
.,, e 113 ~;/j 

1 ;p c I 1- 0 "' -11.to > r:? e--N -3 \-;./I I/~ I ..., 

,I 

I.<. (A.) Cl 

To substiant iate this t'1eory 
I 

which ~iC. rot renrn npe : 

Sdeglitz renared an e ectromer of A 

R C.t -!V-+~ll ; 
.3 64) " - c.l 

Most electromers are 

o c -N- +ell_, 
/IJ + (!3) ' + t.,R.. 

interconver~uble, therefore this lacn. of re-

arra gemebt seems to eliminate his theory . However , nitrogen 

electromers in whieh the fifth valence is involve· arc not inter 

convertable because the fifth valence is always dif erent from the 

other four; therfore, if in this compound the chlorine in A 1s on 

the fifth valence , it is still posnible that this electromer may 

rearrange and the other not . 

There remain) then) two theor·ies in the field: Bee ann ' s di rec 

change of radicals , ( or Kuhara ' s modificat on o i ) which more 

ea ily explains the rearrangement of stereoiso ric oximes, and 

Stieglitz ' s unsaturated nitrogen theory which is S\ orted by the 

follo ing facts : 

1. Azides give the ame products as other cla see. 

2. Wher e univalent nitrogen is _o tble mooth react'ons occur 

at low temperatures , otherwi~e with difficulty or not a all . 

3 . The reagents used are such hich wo la be e ec ed to ive 

a monovalent nitrogen com ound . 

4 . Same theory may be an lied to eroxides giving iva n 

oxygen and then rearran ing . 
t. Jones in a recent naper a lied the 

1 Loe. cit. 
2 Am. Chem . Soc . .1,l, 2422 · 

n .u r cubic a o he or 



~o Beckmann eeactlons, and state: 1~::t the rearrangement was due to 

I the tendepcy of the nitrogen in the inter mediate comnound to com~ 

plete its octet,left incomplete by the splittinr off of hydro3en 

11 halide or water, by sharin~ two electrons with the carbon,thus «KH 

/! causin the radical to shift to the nitrogen. 
I 

'I 
11 

Jones has now directed his reseDrch to the question: Why does 

one radical wander more eanily than an other? He uostulates that t 

the ease of rearrangement is dependent upon the ability of the radw 

ical to exist in the free state , ana has been su. rorted by 

experimental facts. ""ihe triphenylmethyl radical has a greater tendw 

ency to exist free than the monophenylmetyl radical, and it was 

found that the triphenyla ethydroxamic acid rearran ed more easily 

than the diphenyl and that more easily than the monophenylacet

hyrroxamic acid . It is nossible that tf a fre e r~dical be placed 

in a solution with a rearranging com. ound it may oompe e with t e 

radical of the substance for a place on the nitrogen. 

The ease o~ re~rrangement of cyclopropane, quinolint9,and other 

radicals is being studied to have a more complete list with hich 

to make comparisons, and it is the pur ose of .tblxa our work to make 

betaruinolinic~ydroxamic acid so that its rearrangements may be xx 

studied and form a ink in the chain of evidence on the mobilit· of 

radicals. 

LOC. CIT. 
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Betaquinolinic-hydroxamicacid. 

There are several ways of makin betaquinolinic acid,all of 

' which are indirect met.eds giving low yields . In the first nlace it 

may be made by the oxidation of acridine in alkaline solution by m 

meanB of notass tun nerman anate, givin acridinic a.cid which is u 

changed to betaquinol nic acid by heating to ~20-130 de~r es C, t~u 
. 

driving off the carbon dioxide of one of the ca~boxyl groups. 

O~j) kM214 
'Iv ,I 

() /)cootJ 
' 'N)coDll 

(!/[ ~ 0 0 ~ -f c 0 7.. 

-1--N' 

I 
Graebe and Caro used this method 

.L 
Mills and Watson and also 

but obtained a verY low yield • 

-3 H. Meyer prepared the acid by reati 

orth<fiitrobenzaldehyde with malonic 

f/-
maloni c acid: o<!. ::o 0 c !t.t e. aoH 

acid -iving ortnonitrobenzal-

11-

+ I -/ 
/I/ D.2. (!_ 06fl-

0---~~C.- ~ 0 0 JI. 
Nol. boo 1+ 

This is then reduced 1th ferrous 
fJ-

hydroxide · ving al.haox beta
/J-. 0 ,,.,(!_ \ t+ 

'Ce Oolr qui no l ini c acid :o~e, I 

I + 
wo c oofl-

h (0 t-1) --1 '~ ~ 
'/ \. 

t ..... \ # c_ 0 1-f 
/{ r 

!he oxyacid is chlorinated by means of nhosphoro1s 
s 

entachloride 

and hydroe/mated with h, dro en iodide : 

(/J/l (!...oo~~ll(" /\/'le. oot+ H-I f\J,/)c oofl. . 
... 'NI 0 H- ~ l .... AN/ u. ) 11-.,.) 

Thi ~ method L renorted to i-:; ve fairl ·ooa re t>S • 

The acid ma also be made by the ox dat on of oeta ethyl 

quiroline which is made by t e Doebner and 1ller rnod fie 
on of 

the S raup Synthesis . Pron ion-aldehyde is condenB d ith me t n al 

and aniline b· means of hydrochlori acid 
. ·he an.1. line and ertiar 

bases are separated with difficu tY, and on y a sm~ll Y eld results. 

Ber . _L2, 99; 2 J . Chem. Soc. ~, T 742 . 

3 onatsh . 28, 47 ; 4 Ber. J.1, 460· 5 
he • So o • 27, T 7 42 
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The reaction is complicated and may take place according to the 
. I 

following equations : 

A number of other siae nroducts are formed and the hrdrogen is not 

l berated but is nossibly oxidized by the aldehyde. The beta .1ethy 

quinoline is oxidized with chromic acid in sulphuric acid civing 
fl 

less than a thirty nercent. yield of beta quinolinic acid , 

None of these methods ~B very satisfactory . The condensation 

with malonic acid is supposed to "ive the best results, but we were 

un~ble to obtain any ortho nitrobenzaldehyde . The Skraup'Synthesis 

ives such small yields, and the oxidation of the ~ethylquino11ne i 

so uncerta1n1 t:1at even if the methyla were at hand it would have 

been a very tedious method . ,s we had abo.1t a hundred grams of 

acridine, we used that method , altho, being an oxidation re~ction, 

the yields are also small and variable. At times te obtained no 

yield at a 1, but •1th exnerience we were able to get as good a yie 

as Gracbe and ~aro . 

The beta quinolinic d.cid so obtained as ester fled by me _ns 

of methpl alcoho and sulphuric acid lvin a hlte crystalline 

~ethyl ester, the pren~ration of .hlch has not been previously 

recorded. 
0 

elting point 73.5 . Upon hydrolys s with concentrq+e 
0 

hydrochloric acid the beta acid was rerenerated, .el ting at 273 • 

To make the hydroxamic acid, free hydroxylru.ine made from 

hydroxylamine hydrochloride and sodi ethylate, as added to the 

methyl ester disso ved in ~ethyl .lcoho , ahd the ~ixture ·as 

allo ed to stand several days . The hydroxamic acid is a hite 
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crystalline so 1 id •nel ting at 18'5. 5 shortly ·tf ter' nre ara tlon . If 

allowed to stand) a slight d eco:nuo s i tion t ' pl'.::1-ce ard the melting 
the 

point varien . The hyd.roxa.11 c acid ivr, /\. '1ara.cteristic purple 

ferric ehloride test for :1ydroXti.'liC aci s , and t:1e analysis for 

ni tro"en ch ec'~s clo'"'ely with the ~heoret_c;i.l. 



Experi1 ental ar • 

The acridine hydrochloride ms oxid..:.zed by r.eans of otassiun 

permanganate and soditL~ hydroxiae solution accordin~ to Grabe and 

Caro ' ..J method . Ten l·ra 1s of acridine hydrochloride dissolved ln a 

small a"".lount of hot w~ ter '...-as made alkaline with sodl tU'l hydroYine 

and a solttion of sixty rr ~s of permanGanate in one liter of water 

was added drop by drop, while the mixture was he .ted on he nteam 

bath. According to thP. directions the mixture should be stirred 

frequently while he·iti.n5 for thirty six hours . e modified thiA 

:net'-lod by employi!'l an electric sti~rer so that the perman anate 

could be added more rnoidly . The success of the oxidat · '1n deryends 

on the nrevention of an excess of erman ·;mate at any ne . th a 

stirrer the ti~e required ~as abou ei teen hourn . '.:'he man anef'P-

ere f~ lte~ d Of I nnd he alka1 ;ie 

soluti•1Y1 concentrated by evapor~:1.tlon on a eam bath . The so ut on 

an acidified with hydrochlor c acid ar.d U"10n cool n· the lbas.c 

acridlnic acid ~recinitated o'i and w s filtered off. If he • I 

solution is acidif ed bef re concentrat on onlw a s~all ld 

results . The acrid n c ac d is heated f r severa hours a a 
0 

te per~ture of fro 120-130,and the res ltln quinolinic ac d 

recrystal ized from a cohol. From ten rai s of acr d ne et Pn 

one and three ra s of beta qul1ol n c ac d ( e ting o n 27 0 ) 

as usually obtal"led. 

The oxida on as tried ln a n ace c ac_d so lt on .:.th 

pottssiu.~ .er~anganate, ou o her ox at o~ .rod c f acr d ne 

were obtained. 

The methyl ester of beta quinolinic acid is ade '!"eating 

the acid in ne hyl a cohol 1th cor.ce trated sulDhU le acid. To 
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3.6 sr s of the beta acld in ~O cc of methyl alcohol, 8 cc of 

concentrated sulnhuric ac d as added,and the m xture refluxed on 

a water bath for four hours . The alcoho was evaporated off and 

the residue almost neutra ized wit~ a aaturated so ution of sodium 

carbonate, and finally brou o slight a 'a nity · th odium 

b carbonate . The crude ester precipi t·1 ed ou and was fj: tered off 

It was recrystallized several times from alcohol b the addition of 

water, and also from ether by the addition of 11gro_n. Yie d 2 gra s. 

The methyl ester, not reviously described, is a \hite crystal ne 

substance so uble in thyl al ohol, ethyl acetate, met' alcohol , 

and ether, and nsol~blc in 11gro1n and wa er. Its me tin po-nt 
0 was founa to be 73,5 • A small portlon was hydro yzed by heatln 

with concentra ed hydroc. lorlc ac d for sevnral ho rs o~ th s eam 

bath . On eva~oration the re~~dle . 
0 

beta qulnollnlc acid,me t ng at 273 • 

fo nd to be ract aa ly p r 

To nre are the h drox~~ic ac_d, free hydroxylam ne was ~ade by 

treating 30 rams of hydroxylamine · ydroch or de dis · d in 200 c 

of methyl a cohol (acetone free) th 9.9 rBJn of odl ln 125 cc 

of rnet~yl a~cohol. The sodi ~ chlor.de as filtered fro the 

carefu_ly coo ed mix re, and os of the e nyl a coho d st lea 

of· under reduced ressure . The sol1tion as a ain qu cklw f~ltere 

and the hydroxylamine d t l~d un r v c of 2 m. o ... 

mercury . T ree ru s of the met 1 ester of b a quino n c a 

in 5 cc. of methyl a cohol s treat . 1 ram of free 

hydroxyl ne, and armed ently on a a er blJ. h . he m ur as 

a lo 11ed to stand several days un i 1 a rec tate . a for hie 

~ave a f err c chlor de c or test for h droxainic acid . u on 

re eated crystallizatlons from et. 1 acetate y t• e ad· it· on of 
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pet oleum ether, and also from methyl alcohol, about one ram of 

pure white cryst"'11ine hvdroxamic acid wa" ) ained which ave a 
0 

melt ng point of 185 . 5 if taken a ha f , ho r after preparat on . 

If allowed to stand sli ~t decomnos t on took place, and the meltln 

point varle t . On annlys s of a freshly recrystall zed sam~le J 

• 22"54 e;r8.I!ls of the subs ta. ee gave 29. 5 cc. of ni tror;en neas·lred at 

0 20 over 23.% !JOtassium hyd 'OY1 de solution , with a barometric 
0 

ressure of 743 ·:i.r:l . at 22.5 • 

% nitroven 4 , 7 1. Theoretical 14.' ~ 
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